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1. _______________________________________

2. _______________________________________

3. _______________________________________

4. _______________________________________

5. _______________________________________

6. _______________________________________

7. _______________________________________

8. _______________________________________

9. _______________________________________

10. ______________________________________

Common Name:

Latin Name:

Description:

What I think is cool about it:

Choose a plant/animal/bug/mushroom/tree
that’s in your sit spot - make a field guide page
about it!



What’s the quietest sound you hear?

How many different sounds can you hear?

What’s the furthest away sound you hear?

Detailed Drawing:



From a window, or head to your Sit Spot.

ENJOY THEMOMENT!

What colours did you see?

What were you feeling while watching it?

How long did it take to rise?

Whose tracks did you find?

Can you follow them for 10 steps?

How about 25?

100?

Where do they go?
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BONUS! What’s this moon
phase called?
__________________________

In the circle, shade in the current phase of the Moon:
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Bird Language is a fascinating thing and can tell us
all sorts of things. Can you tell the difference
between these calls?

Companion
Alarm

Territorial Aggression
Juvenile Begging

Song

For this activity, watch a couple birds - imagine
what they would be saying in English, then make a
comic about it!
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In the chart below write everything you Know
andWant to know about trees….

Choose 1 type of tree, or
many!

____________________________________ by you.



DON’T FORGET YOUR COMPASS!
(Or something [ie a phone, gps] that
can show you directions!)

Put your Sit Spot on the map and include anything
important you notice in the area. Keep it simple
and don’t get too bogged down with details - note
the things that catch your attention.

Your map is in the centre of this
passport (pg 16-17).

Carve a spoon…
Make Natural Cordage…
Make a Burn Bowl…
Make Sling Shot…
Create Natural Beads…
Make and Use Natural Paint…
Weave a basket…
Make a wand…
….ANYTHING at all!

What did you make?


